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Contents Newspaper cuttings, pamphlets and other ephemeral material on creationism and science, particularly in the education context, as well as other conservative issues

Date range 1972 to 1998

Notes Open access

Box 1
Material relating to the seminar “‘Creationism’ and Science”, organised by the Education Sub-Committee of the New South Wales branch of the Geological Society of Australia and held at Sydney University on 13 Nov 1985. The material includes a cassette recording of the seminar and 2 pamphlets.

Folder 2
“Creation ‘Science’”
Mackay, John. ‘High school biology, creation and science’, *The Armidale Express*, 8 Jul 1985, photocopy, np
Beale, Bob. ‘Build on rock, Scientist tells creationists’, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Saturday, 10 Aug 1985, np
‘They queue for college where moral means Majority’, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Saturday, 18 May 1985, p23
Spence, I. J. ‘Ideological Blindness’, *QTU Journal* vol 9 no 4, 23 Apr 1986, np
Beale, Bob. ‘So how DID Noah’s Ark carry the dinosaurs?’, Sydney Morning Herald, nd, photocopy
‘1990 Sydney Summer Institute of Creation Science’ program, Creation Science Foundation Ltd, 1p
‘Life, the universe, and everything… the Christian's guide to reality’ program, Creation Science Foundation Ltd, 1988, 1p
Creation ex nihilo [also known as Creation magazine], Creation Science Foundation Ltd, Jun 1987
Signs, Seventh-day Adventist Church, vol 104, no 5 and vol 104 no 7, 1989
9 advertising catalogues for books from the Creation Science Foundation Ltd, nd

Folder 3
“Right Wing Rhetoric, media"
Sword of Islam incorporating The Painters and Dockers Union Journal, Jul 1998, vol 3 no 1
‘Action, Discipline and Co-operation is Demanded Now. Halt the Drift to Disaster’, Courier Mail, Dec 1983 or Jan 1984, np
McKenzie, Andrew, ‘Of babes and bunnies’, Courier Mail, 4 Nov 1983, np
‘Help Joh!’, newspaper cutting, no source, nd, np
Chester, Lewis. ‘Falwell: Shepherd of Reagan’s flock’, Weekend Australian, 9-10 Mar 1985, p17
‘Beat Keating’s tax on fringe benefits’, The Small Business Letter, nd, 1p
‘Enterprise Australia. Teachers beware’, no source, nd, 1p
‘Concerning the papal visit-(November 24 to December 1, 1986) Compare Roman Catholic Teaching with the Scriptures’, advertisement, no source, nd, 1p
'Join now to say NO to Socialism and YES to strong Free Enterprise Government', advertisement, National Party of Australia, *Courier Mail*, 20 Oct 1983, 1p

Sawyer, Peter. 'Goss Government plans use of military to crush opposition: Deputy Premier confirms plans to use army against dissenter', *ARBA News Special Edition*, Australians’ Right to Bear Arms Association, Jun 1990, 1p

Challen, W. E, ‘Four Referendum Questions- Yes or No’, Citizens’ Concern, nd, 1p

‘Open Letter to Australia’s Aboriginal Leaders’, Australian Free Enterprise Foundation advertisement, no source, nd, 1p


*The Sunday Law Times*, 1990s

Pike, Rev H R, *Socialism and Communism: Are they any different?*, pamphlet, Evangelistic Literature Enterprise, nd, 1p

*Be Not Deceived*, pamphlet, Good Shepherd Baptist Church, nd, 1p

*Voice of Small business Congress ‘85*, program and registration form, 1p

*The New Republic Reporter*, 1990s

*Fight*, 2nd edition, c1991, 2 copies

*The Merthyr News*, vol 1 no 1, Oct 1986


*Gott muß zurück nach Europa!* , nd, 1p


Queensland, *Parliamentary Debates*, Legislative Assembly, 4 Sep 1985, pp656-719

‘Party heavies leave Doug in the shadows’, *Brisbane Sun*, 10 May 1984, photocopy, 2p

Murphy, Damien ‘Klan posters cause blacks to mobilise’. *Age*, 24 Aug 1985, 1p


‘You are invited to Move Out of Darkness and Into Life and be a part of our C.F. Mission!’ , advertisement, Apr 26th-May 3rd, no year, 1p

*The Fifth Column at Work in Australia*, pamphlet, Party to expose the Petrov Conspiracy, 8 Aug 1988, 4p


Markus, Andrew, ‘A question of balance and proportion’, photocopied newspaper article, no source, no date, 1p


‘Our family and nation’, The Constitutional Heritage Protection Society, leaflet, c1980s, 1p
‘News media cover-up. What they lie about, and why’, leaflet, The Anti-Treason Co-ordinate, c1980s, 1p

‘Our Flag’, *The Mudgee Guardian*, c1980s, typescript, 1p

‘Mr Bjelke-Petersen reads his first Budget Speech’, photocopied photographs, no source, c1980s

‘Mr Bjelke-Petersen launches the Victorian National Party’s drive for funds’, photocopied photograph, no source, c1980s


‘National Alert. Demand Your Voting Rights’, flyer, the ‘Electors’ Movement of Australia’, 1984-85, 1p

Newspaper articles about changes to Australian immigration, 1983-1984, various sources, photocopy, 4p

‘Mr Gunn, Mr Bjelke-Petersen and Mr Hinze, at the opening of the States’ 44th Parliament’, *Daily Sun*, 23 Nov 1983, p1

‘Wake Up Australia! City Hall Rally’, organised by The People for a Free Australia, flyer, 17 Oct, no year, 1p

‘If you want to see the future Winston, picture a boot crushing a human face – forever’, ‘No one to vote for in Australia Today’, advertisement, *Courier Mail*, Monday 31 Dec 1984, p9

Suggested aims for the Association of Catholic Parents, typescript, 22 Apr 1977, 1p

*The Hudson valley Crusader*, no 12, Aug 1985


‘Project ‘pay Packet’: Generating jobs for young Queenslanders’, progress report, 1 Nov 1988, 3p

‘A new economic policy’, booklet, 14p

‘Let’s celebrate together’, pamphlet, Queensland Day Committee, c1985


‘Will the Real Fred Nile Please Stand Up?’, pamphlet, CTA Legislative Council Election Campaign, 1991

Folder 4

“Back to Basics"


‘The speed reading myths: scanning or skimming but not absorbing’, *The National Times*, 4-9 Sep 1972, p22
‘Doubt cast on child assessment’, *Courier Mail*, nd, 1p
‘Education: Let’s get back to basics’, *Courier Mail*, 11 Jul 1977, p4
‘Primary Standards’, letter to the editor, *Courier Mail*, 7 Jul 1977, 1p
‘Concern on education’, letter to the editor, *Courier Mail*, 9 Aug 1977, 1p
‘The trouble with teacher training’, *Courier Mail*, 10 Jun 1977, p4
‘Teaching “subversive”’, letter to the editor, *Courier Mail*, 4 Jul 1977
‘Encourage teachers’, letter to the editor, *Courier Mail*, 7 Jul 1977
‘Book is not for schools – Bird’, *Courier Mail*, 10 Aug 1977
‘Book urges students to plan a murder’, *Courier Mail*, 22 Mar 1977
‘Plain Speaking’, *Sunday Telegraph*, 25 Sep 1977
‘Crusading prof hits out for plain talk’, no source, no date, 1p
Circular letter from Committed Christian Crusade with attached memorandum regarding religious education and response to memorandum, Jul 1979, 7p
Cover letter with copy of *The Civic Report* and ‘Official form for Academic Excellence’, c1983, 4p
*Australian Christian Solidarity: Citizens for justice and decency*, vol 1 no 12, 9 Oct 1981
‘One Nation – or two? The end result of Aboriginal land “rights”’, advertisement, no source, c1980s
Trevor Fishlock. ‘In America’s Bible belt, faith can move mountains of votes’, *The Weekend Australian*, 25-26 Feb 1984
‘Violent dreams for an armed bigot’s revolution’, *Courier Mail*, 18 Feb 1985
Knight, John & Smith, Richard *Discourse, symbolic universes and the deep structure of conservative culture: Theory and practice of the Right side*, pp1-29, c1980s
Madigan, Nell *Religious Education in Schools*, 8p, c1980s
‘Concerning the moral pollution of children through literature’, list of ‘offending’ books, published by STOP [Society to Outlaw Pornography] and CARE [Committee against Regressive Education]
Memorandum regarding papers presented at meetings or conferences by government employees, 24 Jan 1984, 1p
*Stop Press*, vol 12, no 14, 31 Dec 1985
2 letters, both dated 7 Mar 1985, to the Minister for Education, the Hon L W Powell, and to the Premier, the Hon Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen, regarding the school curriculum with poems attached as examples, 6p
‘Teachers make PACT to fight fads’, *The Australian*, 1985
*Newsletter*, the Language Foundation of Australia, Feb 1985, 4p
Borthwick, Jill *Censorship and the teacher of English in Queensland* c1980s, 12p
Strutynski, Paul “Heresy’ in Queensland Schools” *Queensland Teachers Union Professional Magazine*, vol 4 no 1, 23 Apr 1986, pp20-23

Strutynski, Paul “What is Fundamentalism” *Queensland Teachers Union Professional Magazine*, vol 4 no 1, 23 Apr 1986, pp24-25


‘Teachers attack soapie support’, *Courier Mail*, photocopy, no date, p3


‘Sliding towards the ignorant country’, *The Australian*, 20 Mar 1991, p10


‘Universities? We’d be better off without them’, *The Australian*, 18 Sep 1991

Moore, Susan *English in Australia: Content versus Process*, Institute of Public Affairs Limited, Education Policy Unit, Study Paper No.22, 1990s

‘School leads children down the paths of righteousness’, *The Age*, 5 Jan 1985, pp1, 6

‘Are teachers up to standard?’, *Age Saturday Extra*, Jul 1985


‘Burnt by the fire of new language’, *Weekend Australian*, 13-14 Feb 1993, p46


Collection of newspaper articles, letters and curriculum excerpts concerning SEMP [Social Education Materials Project], 23p


‘Defective reading’ and ‘Ignored’, letters to the editor, *Courier Mail*, 27 May 1972

Holland Park State Primary School ‘What Queensland means to me’, 1985, photocopy, 11p